
 

Chapter 12 Why I do what I do 
 

 
 

I’m a professional scientist with a PhD, who also writes an internet blog about polar bears. I am, in 

modern parlance, a science communicator: in addition to my scientific books and papers, I have written 

books, magazine articles, opinion pieces and videos for the general public. I have been interviewed on 

film about my research for a Nature documentary. I continue to give public lectures and provide news 

commentary to journalists and science writers. I am a scientist who shares and teaches outside of a 

classroom. 

 

My PhD signifies the achievement of an accepted level of scientific instruction, innovative research and 

professional presentation of results. I know what a rational, scientific approach to research looks like 

(and how to do it) because that’s how I was trained. I was taught to back up my assertions with evidence 

and to be sceptical of extraordinary claims.  

 

Polar bears being classified as ‘Threatened’ with extinction based only on what some scientists thought 

might happen to them in the future, was an extraordinary claim. It had never been done for any other 

animal before it was done for polar bears. When I looked into the scientific basis for that assertion, I 

found flawed assumptions, over-confidence, and failure to address evidence well covered in the 

literature. Further probing revealed failed predictions.  

 

When it became clear that the ‘Threatened’ status didn’t hold up to scrutiny, it disturbed me to see 

polar bears being used to promote particular political policies regarding claims of human-caused global 

warming. I write about polar bear ecology and related conservation issues that come up in the literature 

and the media because I think the public needs to understand all sides of a scientific issue before they 

decide if they want to support proposed political policies based on that science. 

 

There is a huge body of polar bear literature: very few people outside the field ever read it, let alone 

read it critically. That’s how I learned so much about the Arctic and polar bears: I read carefully, 

compared papers, and listened to a range of knowledgeable people talk about Arctic issues. This is, by 

the way, how one learns about a new topic at the university level (and in the real world). No one 

teaches you: you teach yourself. I became an expert on polar bears by reading virtually everything that’s 



been written about them and related Arctic topics. The fact that I’ve never put a collar on a polar bear is 

no hindrance to this knowledge. 

 

I have written more than 30 papers for peer-reviewed journals or book chapters on a variety of topics, 

including evolution, paleoecology, genetics, endocrinology, and zoogeography. I have a firm foundation 

in zoology and have read widely across related disciplines, although evolution and evolutionary theory 

are my primary intellectual interests. I take my cue from the point once made by Dobzhansky in 1937 

that nothing in biology makes sense without evolution.  

 

I have always been a general-interest zoologist and this approach allowed me to build a successful 

career outside academia. I turned a serendipitous opportunity at the Royal British Columbian Museum 

in 1975 – to learn how to identify animal bones found in archaeological sites – into a career skill that’s 

supported me financially to this day. I am now an expert – recognised as such across the world – in the 

identification of ancient animal remains, especially fish bones from the eastern North Pacific.  

 

However, several of my most significant scientific papers were inspired by my interest in how ancient 

bones inform our knowledge about how and why the global distribution of some species has changed 

over time (a specialty called ‘zoogeography’). Sometimes, changes like this can be an indicator of past 

climate change. For example, when my colleagues and I identified of bones of enormous bluefin tuna 

from a number of archaeological sites on western Vancouver Island, we were astonished, because such 

huge fish are not found there today. So I pursued the topic until I had a paper published in the highly 

respected scientific journal, Fishery Bulletin. In this case, it turned out that climate change was an 

unlikely explanation for the change in distribution, but I would not have known that without a thorough 

investigation (Crockford 1997b). Since then, I have authored or co-authored similar papers on other 

species (including northern fur seals, ringed seals, shorttailed albatross, and mountain goats) whose 

distributions have changed over time (Crockford 2002, 2018d; Crockford et al. 1997; Crockford and 

Frederick 2011).  

 

I also became interested in the origin of aboriginal domestic dogs, whose remains are ubiquitous in 

ancient North American archaeological sites. Historical records kept by early explorers suggested that 

aboriginal dogs on the south coast of British Columbia were different from dogs in other areas. Whereas 

most dogs elsewhere were relatively large, short-haired animals that resembled a dingo, some dogs on 

the south coast (in Salish and Makah tribal territories) were long-haired and resembled a modern 

Samoyed. My attempts to confirm or refute these historical accounts led to a Master’s degree program 

in biology, where I pursued what are now called `ancient DNA’ studies. Leaders in the field of ancient 

DNA, which was fairly new at the time, were developing innovative techniques in molecular 

biochemistry to explore the genetic makeup of prehistoric animals and species from material extracted 

from ancient bones (Crockford and Pye 1997; Crockford 1997a; Crockford 2000a, b; Crockford 2012a, b; 

Crockford et al. 2011; Koop et al. 2000).  

 

Those ancient DNA investigations eventually led to my ground-breaking work on evolution, where I used 

two species pairs (domestic dog/wolf and polar bear/brown bear) to explore the biological basis of how 

and why new species are generated. I asked a simple but difficult question: how, in strictly biological 

terms, did a wolf turn into a dog – or a brown bear transform into a polar bear? I developed a testable 



hypothesis to explain the origin of dogs and polar bears as well as all other vertebrate species, which 

became the topic of my 2004 PhD thesis and a later paper (Crockford 2002, 2003a, b, 2004, 2009). For 

this investigation, I not only had to learn minute details about the complex biological arenas where 

hormones, genetics, and foetal development collide, but to understand how it all began, I had to study 

the role of iodine and other molecules in the atmosphere. As far as I’m concerned, this work was my 

greatest scientific achievement. 

 

I went on to write a book for non-scientists on the role of thyroid hormone in evolution. Entitled 

`Rhythms of Life: Thyroid Hormone and the Origin of Species,’ it was published in 2006. You may have 

seen me talking about dog evolution in the 2007 Nature documentary called `Dogs That Changed the 

World’ or heard me talking about dog origins on Canadian or American national public radio programs, 

like CBC’s Quirks and Quarks and NPR’s Science Friday. Those positive experiences in science 

communication laid the foundation for writing blog posts about polar bear ecology and evolution for 

internet audiences a few years later.   

 

However, before I developed an interest in blogging, I did some work with colleagues on a fascinating 

archaeological site in the eastern Aleutians (near Dutch Harbour, Unalaska) that revived my childhood 

interest in the Arctic. Contrary to our assumptions going into the project, it became clear when we 

began examining the animal bones that the site had had an Arctic climate when it was occupied by 

ancient Aleut people 2500–3500 years ago. Abundant discarded remains of very young ringed and 

bearded seal were recovered, as well as some bones of walrus and polar bears, all attesting to the 

presence of much more sea ice than is found there today. Quite unexpectedly, we had found evidence 

of past climate change that had not been revealed by any other studies: our work provided 

incontrovertable evidence that Dutch Harbour had consolidated sea ice in spring and early summer 

between about 4000 and 2500 years ago. In addition, follow-up analysis suggested that people of the 

Thule Eskimo culture – who eventually expanded across the Arctic into Greenland with their highly-

diagnostic tool kit of stone lamps, whaling gear, and carved ivory – must have came from Unalaska 

originally (Crockford and Frederick 2007, 2011; Crockford 2008b). 

 

As a consequence, the petition to have polar bears listed as ‘Threatened’ under the ESA in 2007 came at 

a time when I had been entrenched for years in the scientific literature on climate change and sea ice 

ecology of the far north as well as the history of human occupation of the Arctic. My long-standing 

interest in polar bear evolution was piqued by this new conservation concern. In early 2007, I was asked 

to suggest changes to a draft version of a document that was meant to inform US Congress about polar 

bears in advance of the final ESA ruling: virtually all of my suggestions were incorporated into the final 

document (Buck 2007; see also Crockford 2008a). This experience showed me that a niche existed for 

my big-picture knowledge and suggested that I could make a useful scientific contribution to the field. 

 

By late July 2012, I began writing blog posts for Polar Bear Science. By the end of 2018, the blog had 

more than 1.5 million views and I had published a scientific paper on my polar bear research (Crockford 

2017a). In addition, I had published a number of scientific reports, videos, and opinion pieces about 

polar bears and walrus, a science book for children, and my very first novel, a polar bear attack thriller 

(Crockford 2012a,b; 2014a, b; 2015a-c; 2016; 2017b-e, 2018a-c).   

 



That science-based novel was my attempt to convey some nuggets of Arctic ecology to readers who 

would never pick up a science book. I enjoyed writing it much more than I thought I would, even though 

I gave myself nightmares imagining a walk through a town where hungry polar bears lurk behind every 

bush and down every alley! Feedback from readers, as well as healthy book sales, convinced me that the 

goal I’d set had been achieved: I had written a story that people enjoyed reading and that also taught 

them a bit of science. 

 

This journey of mine, from fish bones to polar bears, produced an eclectic but immensely enjoyable and 

productive career. It was not the usual route to success for a scientist, but I made it work. It required a 

mix of self-discipline, skepticism, scientific curiousity, and entrepreneurial drive, plus the courage to do 

without the financial security that comes with being an employee. An academic career would not have 

been the right place for me, of that I am sure. 

 

Zoologist Ian Stirling, whose work I’ve discussed throughout this volume because he is perhaps the most 

repected senior polar bear researcher alive today, did his undergraduate degree in zoology at the same 

university that I did: the University of British Columbia in Vancouver, albeit a few years earlier (thirteen 

years earlier, to be precise). In other words, Stirling and I have the same educational foundation, but we 

took different paths, and at different times, when it came to our professional careers. Stirling followed a 

standard path: after completing his PhD in New Zealand on Antarctic Weddell seals, he got an 

opportunity to go to the Arctic to study polar bears with the Canadian Wildlife Service\footnote{Now 

called `Environment and Climate Change Canada’} in 1970. He held this government job for his entire 

career, until his retirement in 2007, although at some point he added the role of adjunct professor at 

the University of Alberta. 

 

 

Figure 12. I took this photo of polar bears at the Stanley Park zoo in the mid-1970s.  These bears came to 

the zoo in 1962 as orphaned cubs from the Churchill region of western Hudson Bay. Public sentiment 

against keeping animals in captivity closed down the zoo in 1996. Less than two decades later, keeping 

polar bears in zoos was encouraged. In 2012, Robert Buchananin, who was then president of Polar Bears 

International, proclaimed: The only way at this time to save bears is to have people change their habits, 

and the way to do that is through zoos and aquariums. Polar bears are just ambassadors for their friends 

in the Arctic. (Eilperin 2012.) 



 

In contrast, I got my career-defining opportunity to learn the identification of animal bones the summer 

before I’d finished my undergraduate degree. I went straight from university to a job in a specialty I 

never knew existed but for which I was eminently qualified. It was a surprising path to be on, but it felt 

right.  However, I believe that the many hours I spent during my time at UBC in the mid-70s watching 

the polar bears at the Stanley Park Zoo really cemented my childhood interest in evolution. In the years 

that followed, the nagging questions of how and why the polar bear came to be a unique species were 

never very far from my thoughts. Much later, in the early 2000s, I had an opportunity to earn my PhD 

and attempt to answer those very questions. Eventually, as Stirling did, I added the role of adjunct 

professor to my list of accomplishments. 

 

Throughout my long career, I have taken on many jobs that required the support of non-government 

organizations. On and off since the 1970s, private archaeological consulting companies have paid me to 

identify the bone remains from archaeological sites. Today, the field of archaeozoology could not 

function without relationships like this. Very little archaeological work today is done by government or 

university departments: virtually all of it is done by private companies who take on the financial burden 

of fieldwork plus the analysis of all material excavated from the ground. In addition, much of the work I 

do for biologists, including the identification of fish bone recovered from the stomach contents and 

feces of marine mammals, is funded by government departments on a contract-by-contract basis. 

Working on contract, for private companies as well as government or university departments, is 

something I’ve done my entire career: both as an individual and as a member of the private contracting 

company, Pacific Identifications, which I own with two colleagues.  

 

It therefore amuses me greatly to see that some people consider a small contract I held with The 

Heartland Institute a few years ago to be evidence of scientific malfeasance. The claims that I am on the 

`payroll’ of The Heartland Institute, am `supported’ by them, or even that I am paid by them to write my 

blog, keep making the Internet rounds. But they are absolutely groundless. From 2011 to 2013, I was 

paid $750 a month on a contract (the equivalent of one day’s income for me) to make summaries of 

published papers relating to the ecology of vertebrate animals (my avowed specialty) that I thought 

might not be covered by the forthcoming report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC AR5 2014). 

 

These summaries were to be included in an upcoming Nongovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

report (NIPCC: Climate Change Reconsidered, Biological Impacts 2014) that was intended to ensure that 

a balanced perspective of the literature was available to the public. The report was published by The 

Heartland Institute.  However, Heartland had no input on what papers I looked at or what I wrote. The 

monthly payments ended (as did the contract) when my work on the NIPCC report was finished in early 

2014. I have not received any money from Heartland since, except for travel expenses to their 2017 

conference where I was invited to give a short lecture. The irony is that I have worked on contracts for 

most of my 40-plus-year career but no one has ever accused me of funding bias before I took a contract 

from The Heartland Institute.  

 

I write what I write – in my blog posts, scientific papers, reports, videos, and opinion pieces – based on 

my own scientific assessment of the data. That has been true for my entire career.  



 

The controversy that exists in polar bear science is not a dispute over facts (the data that has been 

collected) but rather, the interpretation of those facts and their historical and scientific context. If a 

paper discusses polar bear cub survival, for example, and presents figures that indicate survival was low 

in 2016 compared to thirty years before, a critical reader must ask, what about forty or fifty years ago? If 

there are similar data from forty years ago, why have they been left out of the analysis? If correlations 

are made in the paper between cub survival and length of the ice-free season, a discerning reader must 

then ask themselves, what do the data on sea ice conditions thirty and forty years ago look like? One 

must also consider these additional questions: has cub survival and sea ice coverage always been 

calculated using the same method and what does cub survival look like in other regions that have 

different or similar ice conditions? 

 

When I write about polar bears on my blog, I try to make sure that I clearly explain the relevant 

historical background and context for a paper or topic. I also provide maps. Maps are not a trivial 

component: few readers outside the Arctic are familiar with Arctic geography, so providing location 

information is essential. I provide references for claims and statements that I make and quote the 

literature extensively so that readers can see the original words of the researchers involved as well as 

my interpretation. I provide copies of those references where that does not violate copyright law but 

where that is not possible, I try to include links to the location where published material can be found. I 

remind readers that I may share a copy of certain papers with them if they write to me and ask for it, 

even if I may not be able to post it online. In other words, I encourage people who really care about a 

particular issue or topic to read the original literature. 

 

I believe in the sanctity of science, where no one’s work is above clearly expressed, rational criticism – 

my own included. I am always prepared to be wrong: it’s hard to do but absolutely necessary. I should 

point out here that the Harvey and colleagues BioScience paper, which I’ve discussed extensively in this 

volume, was nothing of the kind: it did not explain why the authors disagreed with me on any particular 

issue, with specific quotes or references. They did not defend their scientific stance on issues where 

their views clashed with mine: they merely took it as given that their opinions were right. Such a blanket 

condemnation of critics is not how science advances and it is not how it is supposed to be done. Every 

single co-author of that BioScience paper, as well as the editors and publishers of the journal, violated 

that basic tenet of science, including Ian Stirling, Steven Amstrup, Michael Mann, Jeff Harvey, Eric Post, 

and Stephen Lewandowsky. 

 

The scientific paper that makes up the core of this book was submitted to the scientific journal Arctic 

Science for review, although in a draft form different from the final version now available online. One 

reviewer chosen by the journal, a mountain goat researcher, who willingly signed his name to his 

comments, objected to the length of the paper (fair comment – it was too long) but suggested I rewrite 

the manuscript with a focus on the failed polar bear survival prediction section because he considered it 

the most interesting issue of those I had presented. In contrast, the anonymous polar bear researcher 

who reviewed the paper ripped through most of it with comments like `wrong,’ `false,’ and `not true’ – 

except for the section on the failed survival prediction, which garnered not a single comment. He/she 

also accused me of lying when I declared I had received no funding for the submitted paper: 

 



Given that the author has written several articles or ‘briefings’ for the Global Warming Policy Foundation 

and that the GWPF actively recruits such briefings it seems unlikely that funding was not provided to 

convert the cited briefing (Crockford 2015) into a draft manuscript for possible publication in the scientific 

literature. 

 

In fact, the cited briefing paper, `The Arctic Fallacy: Sea Ice Stability and the Polar Bear,’ was not 

`recruited’ by the GWPF (Crockford 2015a). I wrote it and asked them if they would like to publish it. 

They agreed and provided their usual compensation, as would be the case if I’d submitted an article to a 

magazine. The GWPF did not know I was writing the scientific paper that I eventually submitted for 

publication to Arctic Science and they provided no funds either, before or after its submission. I sent an 

email to the editors of the journal, objecting to the libellous accusation made by the second reviewer 

and suggested it revealed an unacceptable, pre-existing bias. Given the positive remarks from the first 

reviewer (and the lack of negative comments by the second), I suggested that I rework the failed survival 

prediction section and resubmit the revised manuscript for a new review. The editors refused. Was I 

denied the option of rewriting and resubmitting because that reviewer accused me of lying about 

funding? I’ll never know.  

 

However, I revised the manuscript anyway, sent it to several biology colleagues for review, and after 

further revisions, resubmitted to another journal. The second journal also rejected the paper, because 

the editors insisted that the only way to properly assess the 2007 USGS prediction would be to 

collaborate with Steven Amstrup and USGS scientists to rerun their original model with the old sea ice 

projections plus the new polar bear survival data (that showed bears in several areas were not dying in 

droves as expected). However, since Amstrup and colleagues had just published new survival predictions 

based on a new model with new sea ice projections (not the 2005 ones), that option was really not 

possible (Atwood et al. 2016a).  

 

Instead, I chose to publish the manuscript at PeerJ Preprints, which made the paper freely available, 

searchable online, and allowed extensive comments to be made by anyone, negative and positive. In 

other words, it offered both open access and open review. Almost two years after it was published 

online, not a single polar bear or sea ice specialist has made a comment on the manuscript. New data 

published after the initial submission and a few changes suggested by colleagues that reviewed the 

paper were easy to incorporate, which is clearly marked as Version 3. That paper forms the core of this 

volume because the information it contains provides critical context to the current controversy over 

polar bear conservation.  

 

There is no political motivation in anything that I do. Politics hold little interest for me, religion even less. 

I have worked in science for my entire career and plan to do so until I die. Writing about polar bear 

science is what I do for recreation because science is not just what I do, it is who I am. Science grounds 

me and guides me through my life: that’s been true since I was in my teens.  

 

More than ten years ago, my then 20-something year old daughter found the poem by William Stafford 

found on the last page of this chapter, called `The Thread.’ She used the poem to introduce a photo 

album of my life she’d put together as a gift for my 50th birthday. `Yes, that’s it,’ I thought when I saw it. 



Science is my thread. My daughter’s thread is art rather than science, but she understands that having a 

thread leads to a meaningful life. 

 

I have children I love and grandchildren I adore. I share my love of science with them whenever I can 

and hope I am able to provide the means for my grandchildren to see polar bears in the wild someday, 

something I was never able to do for my children or even for myself. I have no doubt there will be polar 

bears for them to see when the time comes. 

 

The Thread 

There's a thread you follow. It goes among 

things that change. But it doesn't change. 

 

People wonder about what you are pursuing. 

You have to explain about the thread. 

 

But it is hard for others to see. 

While you hold it you can't get lost. 

 

Tragedies happen; people get hurt 

or die; and you suffer and get old. 

 

Nothing you do can stop time's unfolding. 

You don't ever let go of the thread. 

 

William Stafford 

 

 


